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Campaign to Protect Rural England
CPRE fights for a better
future for England’s unique,
essential and precious
countryside. From giving
parish councils expert advice
on planning to influencing
national and European
policies, we work to protect
and enhance the countryside
We believe a beautiful,
thriving countryside is
important for everyone, no
matter where they live.
Nationally, we do not own
land or represent any special
interests. This differentiates
us from organisations like the
National Trust and the
Countryside Alliance. Our
members are united in their
love for England’s landscapes
and rural communities, and
stand up for the countryside,
so it can continue to sustain,
enchant and inspire future
generations. We’ll be
stronger by being inclusive CPRE is for everyone.
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Newsletter by e-mail
Would your rather receive this
Newsletter by email?
If yes, please email:
cpre.northeast@yahoo.co.uk and ask
to be placed on the e-mail list.
Disclaimer: The views expressed
within this Newsletter are those of the
authors.
Photo credits: Front cover Gilbert
Johnston; p 6 and 7 supplied by CPRE
Northumberland; p11 Shutterstock;
and back cover Richard Cowen.
Items for the next issue should be with
the Editor by 1st March 2018.
Twitter
@CPRENorthEast

Please confirm meeting
details before travelling
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Durham Round-Up
IT has been a busy few months for the
Durham Branch in general and for
Darlington in particular with the issue
of housing planning applications and
proposals dominating the landscape.
Our Chair and Vice Chair, Richard
Cowen and Gillan Gibson, not to
forget Bob Barfoot, must be at severe
risk of writer’s cramp, given the
number of letters sent to local
authorities in recent months over
numerous applications stretching
across all points of the area!
But the effort is worth it
because on occasions plans are
withdrawn or redrafted and especially when CPRE works with
other organisations and individuals in

the local community - we have a real
chance of success.
Such a case included a
proposed pig unit at New Brancepeth
last year which would have blighted
bluebell woods beloved by walkers
and residents. That development was
withdrawn after a string of
objections, including our own, but a
new plan may well be submitted and
we will be watching vigilantly to see
what might be proposed.
The pig unit was one of a series
of big issues which have been and
continue to be on CPRE Durham’s
radar. Those include a proposed
sports centre expansion in the
Durham Green Belt at Maiden Castle,

Downloadable booklets on planning

Downloadable from: www.planninghelp.org.uk/resources

www.planninghelp.org.uk
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a leisure development with caravan
lodges at Hurworth Burn, (an
important bird site), and a proposed
bridge over the Tees and playing
fields in Yarm all of which have yet to
be determined. These are major
proposals we are either trying to
prevent or mitigate.
It is important to point out of
course that as well as objecting to
undesirable developments, CPRE will
always stand aside when proposals are
advanced that are considered
acceptable. As an example of that,
no action was taken on the
redevelopment of a poultry farm at
Hurworth Burn and a proposal for
300 houses at Seaham where the site
was allocated for housing in a
consulted upon Masterplan for the
area. There is also an application for
700 houses at Pallion in Sunderland,
near the new Wear crossing, which
may turn out to be a positive
development. This is something CPRE
Durham is investigating at the time of
going to press and is likely to
welcome, especially if it sees a large
brownfield site regenerated and
significantly reduced pressure on
Green Belt and greenfield sites in the
area.
Non-housing applications have
also come forward and we have joined
numerous others in objecting to a

Renewable Energy Centre
(incinerator) at Washington.
We have also kept a close eye
on wind power in the region and Bob
Barfoot has submitted excellent
documentation to the Punder Gill
appeals in Teesdale. The outcome is
awaited. We are also monitoring any
concerns over wind turbines at Moor
House, Darlington, where local
people are unsettled at how far away
the turbines can be seen; Lamb’s Hill,
Stockton, where there are noise
issues; and Red Gap in Hartlepool.
One area of major discontent is
Darlington where local parish councils
and residents are deeply upset at the
way planning applications are being
decided and the huge number of
housing applications which seem to be
simply waved through. A lot of
controversy revolves around the
Housing Need Assessment being made
by Darlington Borough Council, which
seems to be being used to justify
developments across the borough.
CPRE Durham contends that the
figures being used by the council are
out of proportion to the borough’s
needs and far too many houses are
being approved. But this is an ongoing
and developing story and we hope to
bring you much more information on
its outcome in our next issue.
Graeme Anderson, CPRE NE
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Northumberland:
Urgent need for a Local Plan and
new housing target

The news that the government has
written to Northumberland County
Council about its lack of a Local Plan
is the latest in a series of events that
has created a mini-crisis for
Northumberland's planners.
Firstly, the County Council
elections in May brought a change in
the overall control of the council as a
number of Labour and Lib Dem
councillors lost their seats to
Conservatives. The now dominant
Tories voted to withdraw the draft
Core Strategy and its ambitious
housing target (over 1200 homes a
year until 2031) with a view to scaling
back the target number for the county
in a revised Local Plan. Opposition
councillors were highly critical of this
move, claiming it would leave
Northumberland vulnerable to appeals
by developers over any applications
refused.
6

The Conservatives
responded that an
adjustment of housing
figures was necessary as
the Government was
preparing new guidelines
for calculating the
Objective Assessment of
Needs (OAN) (the vital
basis of all housing targets)
for local authorities to
follow. These guidelines
have now been published
with a figure for
Northumberland calculated according
to the new methodology of 707 units
per year until 2026. Our planners are
now engaged in working out detailed
figures for each area of the county in
preparation for the new Plan they will
have to draw up.
In the meantime, the
developers who submitted an
application to build 285 homes on a
site at New Hartley (refused in June
2016 after strong local opposition)
have just won their appeal on the
grounds that without a clear figure for
the assessment of housing need the
county planners cannot demonstrate
that there is a 5-year supply of
building land to fulfil requirements.
Clearly this is not a good
position for the county to be in.
Figures for housing targets cannot just
be plucked out of the air. They must
be carefully calculated from many

different factors, explained fully and
clearly as part of a full Local Plan,
published in draft for consultation
with all interested parties, debated
and voted on in full council, then
accepted by the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government
before they can become official
policy.
Inspectors at appeal hearings
generally want to see that process
well under way before they will give
weight to OAN figures in a draft Local
Plan.
Meanwhile, what difficulties
does all this place on our underpressure Planning Department? Will
councillors on planning committees
feel free to reject new applications
that they consider too much for a
town or village, and what damage
may be done to the Council's outline
housing plans while all this is going
on?
Latest
CPRE Northumberland has been in
touch with the County Council and has
learnt that while full negotiation of a

Local Plan will be likely to take over
two years, a first draft could be
available as early as summer 2018.
Suggestions have also been made that
the all-important figure for housing
numbers in the county might well
follow the Government's own
calculation, applying its proposed new
formula. This could see the annual
target slashed to under 60% of the
previous figure, which is very much in
line with CPRE's submission to the
Council during the consultation on the
Draft Core Strategy last year.
However, the Government's
concerns over the lack of a Local Plan
must now be answered by the Council,
who claim they are confident that the
Secretary of State, Sajid Javid, will
accept their view that the previous
Plan would have failed its Examination
-in-Public, and that they will soon be
able to deliver a draft Plan more in
line with the recent consultation
paper 'Right Homes in the Right
Places'.
The saga continues...
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Northumberland Round Up
OUR round-up in Northumberland
begins with a request for any member
who would like to become more
involved with our work to please get
in touch.
The death of our chair, Howard
Elcock, last year, has left a huge gap
and prompted us to prioritise
strengthening our committee in the
months ahead and that will be a
major focus for us behind the scenes.
Members join CPRE because they are
passionate about protecting our
beautiful environment and their
support is hugely appreciated. But

there may be some who would find
the idea of getting more actively
involved an attractive one.
Something which suggested we may
have one or two prospective
committee members waiting in the
wings was our AGM which took place
at Merton Hall, Ponteland, in
November. Although it was held
outside the usual AGM timeframe, it
attracted a higher attendance than
for some years, which shows there is a
genuine bedrock of people who care
deeply enough about the local
Northumberland countryside to devote

Abbreviations
AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty

CPRE

Campaign to Protect Rural
England

NPPF

Framework
OAN

Objectively Assessed Need
(housing)

PiP

Permission in Principle

National Planning Policy

Websites

Twitter

www.northumberland.cprelocalgroups.org.uk
www.cpredurham.org.uk/
www.cpre.org.uk/

@CPRENorthEast

some of their time to supporting the
protection of it. And to those people,
we would like to extend a welcome
and a promise that whatever part of
the county they are in, they will be
given every support by us and get the
chance of involvement on the ‘front
line’ of preserving the countryside, if
that is their wish. There is always
plenty to go at! All current CPRE
Northumberland officers were
re-elected at the meeting, with Colin
Adsley continuing to Chair on an
acting basis as we plan for the year
ahead.
Although it has,
understandably, gone quiet, the
biggest single issue facing
Northumberland environmentally is
the application by the Banks Group to
carry out opencast mining at
Highthorn next to picturesque
Druridge Bay. The results of the
three-week public inquiry, which
concluded last June, is expected
sometime around March this year.
In other matters, comments on
Killingworth Moor and Murton Gap
Masterplans have been submitted, a
site inspection held at Alnmouth and
an objection lodged against proposed
housing development at Great
Whittington.

The branch was also pleased to
learn of the rejection by
Northumberland County Council of
an application to build 16 houses on
land north of the Avenue, Medburn.
And finally, a successful
meeting was held with the editor of
the Northumberland Gazette to
discuss a link-up between the
newspaper and CPRE Northumberland.
We hope to bring you more news on
that discussion in our next edition of
the NEwsletter as we pursue several
new initiatives, but initiatives which
have the same goal as always,
protecting Northumberland’s precious
and irreplaceable countryside.
Some of you may have seen
CPRE Northumberland’s Les Ashworth
in an article on the Tyne Tees news
about efforts to stop fly-tipping in the
North East. Les spoke well and helped
raise the profile of the branch in the
region, which is something that CPRE
North East is committed to improving.
Anyone who would like to
support the committee, in any
capacity whatsoever, should get in
touch.
Graeme Anderson, CPRE NE

Facebook
www.facebook.com/cprenortheastregion/timeline?ref=page_internal
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The Big Spring Clean

The Lighthouse

The Big Spring Clean in Durham and
Darlington goes from strength to
strength. From around 600
participants in 2008 there were 2,609
volunteers who turned out last year,
removing a whopping 2,899 bags of
litter plus over 3 tons of bulky waste
courtesy of the Environment Agency.
So for 2018 it is hoped that your
enthusiasm is still as high as previous
years so that you can rally your
friends and neighbours to help bring
out even more volunteers than last
year.
The Government seems to be
looking to put a charge on returning
plastic bottles which CPRE and many
others have been campaigning for.
Currently there is a lot of information
being fed through the media about
the amount of plastic that is littering
our world and the dire consequences
when it break down and enters our
food system.
Locally Durham County
Council’s Pride Team is continuously
introducing projects to raise
awareness of litter and dog fouling

and is very active in trying to reduce
the litter problem.
Darlington Borough Council has
an initiative where they give out all
the equipment needed for individuals
to pick litter and they issue orange
plastic bags which when filled with
litter are left by their wheelie bins
and removed with household rubbish.
There are also regular litter picks
organised by Darlington Cares so there
is a lot going on helped by
LitterFreeDurham and all of those out
there who are so caring of your
environment for which a big thank
you.
So why not fill in a booking
form, available from
cpre.durham@yahoo.co.uk if you are
in Co Durham or Darlington, and join
in the Big Spring Clean 2018
Find litterfreedurham on facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Litterfreedurham/374135489436527?
sk=likes

- the countryside champions
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19th February—15th April 2018

This view of St Mary's lighthouse, with a
summer dawn breaking behind it, gives a
glamorous lustre to its subject.
In the days (before 1998) when
lighthouses like this one were
manned, the lives of their keepers
(and their families at St Mary's) could
be harsh and full of difficulties. Even
when as here linked to the mainland
by a causeway, getting to shore was
impossible at high tide and could still
be a problem at low tide in bad
weather. The exposed positions of
many lighthouses meant they were
buffeted by storms and high winds,
and if accessible only by boat were
often cut off for extra-long periods
during stormy weather.
Nevertheless, lighthouses hold a
powerful fascination for us. They are

iconic structures, strong in the face of
adversity, doing the valuable job of
helping to keep shipping safe. Of the
many coastal and harbour lights in
Northumberland, two stand out. Both
are open to the public and offer a
fascinating glimpse of the work they
do and the lives their keepers once
led. St Mary's, which lies between
Seaton Sluice and Whitley Bay, has
been inactive since 1984, but is
carefully maintained by North
Tyneside Council as an important
heritage feature and attraction for
tourists.
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National Round-up
NATIONALLY, the Campaign to
Protect Rural England continues to
punch above its weight in terms of
column inches in the Press and
influence on Government policy. It
does so thanks in part to regular, high
-profile, campaigns which concentrate
on a single issue and which it seeks to
drive up the news agenda. It is
greatly aided in that aim by the
enthusiasm of people who are
committed to the cause and the
expertise of specialists who back it all
up with hard evidence.
Campaigns
Examples of those campaigns in
recent months have included ‘Beauty
Betrayed: How reckless housing
development threatens England's
AONBs’, ‘Right homes in the right
places’ and, most recently,
’Unlocked Potential: Best Practice
for Brownfield Land Registers’.
These campaigns have helped
lead the way in shaping the
countryside agenda over the past few
months. And the most recent of them
helped spark debate at the highest
levels after it suggested that local
authorities could be missing
brownfield land with space for up to
200,000 houses. As a result, CPRE is
recommending the Government
amends its guidance to encourage the
identification of the full range of
appropriate brownfield sites for
12

housing and fulfills its commitment to
full transparency at the Land
Registry.
Nationally, the biggest story
concerning CPRE was the heroic
efforts of CPRE Kent in fighting
inappropriate development on the
Kent Downs AONB near Dover all the
way to the Supreme Court. The
branch opposed a totally
inappropriate 600-house
development which would have
caused significant harm to a famed
landscape and an AONB, but
developers were stubborn and the
fight went all the way to the top
before the Supreme Court came down
on CPRE Kent’s side. It was a
landmark victory and a
demonstration of how effective CPRE
can be as a campaigning organisation
on a local and national level.
CPRE “Broadening our appeal”
Meanwhile, the appointment of
Crispin Truman as CPRE’s chief
executive has coincided with a
re-evaluation of what the organisation
stands for in the 21st century - more
than 90 years after it was first
created.
Under the banner of the
‘Purpose Project’ CPRE is working
with the GOOD Agency to look at
CPRE’s purpose and how we explain
it, with the aim of broadening our
appeal.

This initiative was introduced at
the Autumn Conference but the
project will be ongoing throughout the
year with consultation across the
country throughout.
Questions that the project is
looking at include how we explain
what CPRE is, what it does and why it
does it; the challenges and barriers
being faced in the regions and on a
national level and how these could be
overcome?
It will also seek new audiences
to appeal to, and explore new ways of
doing it.
In short, CPRE is determined to
find renewal and relevance in a
world which is changing at
breath-taking pace.
This needs to be done because
despite the organisation’s wonderful
achievements and past
accomplishments down the years,
despite the fact that so much of
England’s irreplaceable countryside
remains in place thanks to the CPRE,
membership is in decline. It may only
be declining fractionally in
Northumberland and in Durham and
indeed nationally, but the simple fact
is however small the changes, the
numbers are going in consistently the
wrong direction.
That has not really affected the
effectiveness of the CPRE thus far
because the structures at the highest
levels nationally and regionally are
long-established and very focused.
But if CPRE wants to retain and

indeed increase its influence it needs
healthy grassroots and it would be
wonderful if it could find a way of
attracting mass appeal.
This should be a natural fit with
a younger generation increasingly
conscious of its environmental
responsibilities and which has a
well-developed sense of the value of
‘green’ policies. So some way needs
to be found for the CPRE to be able to
connect with a new audience, as well
as appealing to older ones.
The conclusion of a
membership review held at the start
of the Purpose Project was that CPRE
needed to find ways of broadening its
appeal.
Admittedly, it feels a bit like
navel-gazing in some ways but a
process of self-evaluation will be a
good thing for the Campaign to
Protect Rural England if it leads it to
tap into the hopes and aspirations of
the next generation.
All this means big changes may
be ahead for CPRE.
But one thing that CPRE
National Office has promised is that
members up and down the land will
be consulted every step of the way
and not left behind. So every existing
member is invited to be a part of
what is likely to be a brave new world
so why not e-mail
cpre.northeast@yahoo.co.uk for a
copy of the questionnaire?
Graeme Anderson, CPRE NE
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Housing Figures
Housing Need
After a very long wait the Government
published its proposed method of
calculating a local assessment of housing
need. In “Right Homes, Right Place” it
not only outlined its methodology, but also
produced a table (https://www.gov.uk/
government/consultations/planning-forthe-right-homes-in-the-right-placesconsultation-proposals) with an indicative
number based on their formulae which
also included the figure the local authority

Brownfield Land Registers

was using. Local campaigners were
interested to see the figures the
methodology brought were generally along
the lines of those they have been
advocating. Having said that, it is just a
consultation and not everyone is happy
with the methodology. However, that has
not stopped some campaigners, especially
in Darlington where the difference
between the two figures is particularly
stark, from using the figures in their
objections to planning applications.

Housing Need and Brownfield Land Registers: Key NE figures
Housing Need
“Right Homes, Right Place”: extracts from table

Brownfield
Land
Registers

Current local
assessment of
housing need,
based on most
recent
publically
available
document
(dwellings per
annum)

Proportion of
Local Authority
land area
covered by
Green Belt,
National Parks,
Areas of
Outstanding
Natural Beauty
or Sites of
Special Scientifc
Interest

177

446

0%

852

1,368

Local assessment
of need not
available

43%

2,100

Gateshead

470

475

60%

5,660

Hartlepool

213

290

3%

1,251
3,120

Local Authority

Darlington
Durham County

Middlesbrough

Indicative
assessment of
housing need
based on
proposed
formula, 2016
to 2026
(dwellings per
annum)

Totals of
houses listed
(Source:
Council
websites)

267

422

0%

1,073

1,663

35%

North Tyneside

824

790

20%

2,344

Northumberland

707

830

44%

4,182

South Tyneside

365

318

38%

816

Stockton-on-Tees

533

600

1%

Sunderland

593

768

25%

Newcastle on Tyne
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It has long been a call in campaigning
circles that brownfield sites should be
developed before green fields. Local
planning authorities are now legally bound
to prepare, maintain and publish a register
of previously developed (brownfield) land
by the 31st December 2017 (Town and
Country Planning (Brownfield Land
Register) Regulations 2017, Statutory
Instrument 2017, no 403).
To be on the list there are an
assortment of criteria:
(a) the land has an area of at least 0.25
hectares or is capable of supporting
at least 5 dwellings;
(b) the land is suitable for residential
development;
(c) the land is available for residential
development; and
(d) residential development of the land
is achievable.
In addition some sites are not eligible.
The definition of “brownfield” to be used
is that defined in the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) so is land which
is or was occupied by a permanent
structure, including the curtilage of the
developed land (although it should not be
assumed that the whole of the curtilage
should be developed) and any associated
fixed surface infrastructure. This
excludes:
a)
b)

c)

d)

Land that is or has been occupied
by agricultural or forestry buildings
Land that has been developed for
minerals extraction or waste
disposal by landfill purposes where
provision for restoration has been
made through development control
procedures
Land in built-up areas such as
private residential gardens, parks,
recreation grounds and allotments,
and
Land that was previouslydeveloped, but where the remains

of the permanent structure have
blended into the landscape in the
process of time.
The Register is to be kept in two parts:
 Part One of the Register contains sites
categorised as previously developed
land which are suitable, available and
achievable for residential development;
and
 Part Two of the Register allows local
planning authorities to select sites from
Part One and grant Permission in
Principle (PiP) for housing-led
development. PiP will establish the
fundamental principles of development
in terms of the use, location and
amount of housing. However, planning
permission is not granted until
Technical Details Consent is applied for
and approved by the local planning
authority.
It has to be said that not all campaigners
are happy with the Registers as there are
sites which they consider should be listed
but are not, or perhaps a site listed they
do not wish to see developed. In many
ways the lists can be viewed as a “starter
for 10” and give an opportunity for local
residents to put forward sites they think
should be on or should be taken off.
So what does it mean for your area?
If you go into your local authority website
and type “brownfield register” into the
site’s search box you should find a page
with the necessary links comes up. Expect
to find two links: one to a map, generally
interactive, with the sites marked; and
another to an Excel spread sheet listing
the sites with assorted information.
Taking into account the comment
above, the adjacent table lists the number
of houses authorities in the NE they list
could be built on the brownfield sites they
have listed.
Gillan Gibson, CPRE Durham and NE
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